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Abstract

This paper describes a freely available
web-based demonstrator called HB Deid.
HB Deid identifies so-called protected
health information, PHI, in a text writ-
ten in Swedish and removes, masks,
or replaces them with surrogates or
pseudonyms. PHIs are named entities
such as personal names, locations, ages,
phone numbers, dates. HB Deid uses a
CRF model trained on non-sensitive an-
notated text in Swedish, as well as a
rule-based post-processing step for finding
PHI. The final step in obscuring the PHI is
then to either mask it, show only the class
name or use a rule-based pseudonymisa-
tion system to replace it.

1 Introduction

Electronic patient records and other health data
contain information that can identify a patient.
These data need to be washed, for both legal and
ethical reasons before they can be re-used for var-
ious purposes as research or machine learning.

This paper presents a machine learning-based
demonstrator called HB Deid, Health Bank De-
Identification tool. It is a tool for automatic de-
identification and pseudonymisation of protected
health information, PHI. PHIs are information
that can identify a patient. PHIs are similar to
named entities and encompass for example per-
sonal names, locations, phone numbers, dates,
ages, etc. PHIs can be present both in structured
and unstructured clinical data such as free text. In
structured data PHIs are easily identifiable, the ta-
ble information informs of the category of the data
the whole table can be removed or obscured. In the
free clinical text there is a greater effort to identify

HideText, http://www.hidetext.se is the plat-
form where HB Deid is commercialised.

a PHI since, for example, the PHI entity Parkin-
son is difficult to classify whether it is a disease
name or a personal name. Similarly, Sjögren’s
in Sjögren’s syndrome may be mistaken for a pa-
tient’s name. In this paper, we focus on PHIs1 in
free text in electronic patient records.

A demonstrator is a pedagogical instrument to
show a system or an idea and let a broader audi-
ence explore - in our case - a research system or
pilot system.

The process of de-identifying text typically uses
two steps. Firstly, a PHI is identified through
named entity recognition. Secondly, the PHI is ob-
scured. Strategies for hiding information may be
masking the information or replacing it with a sur-
rogate through a process called pseudonymisation.
Pseudonymisation makes the text more fluent to
read and when also removing the annotation tags
it inconceives the identification of potentially re-
maining sensitive data in plain sight and protects
the identification of PHIs. This method is called
Hiding in Plain Sight (HIPS), (Carrell et al., 2012).

A substantial amount of studies have been pub-
lished on the de-identification of text (Meystre
et al., 2010; Stubbs et al., 2015). While most of
these studies have focused on English, research
have been carried out for French (Grouin and
Névéol, 2014), Spanish (Marimon et al., 2019),
Danish (Pantazos et al., 2016) and Swedish (Berg
and Dalianis, 2019) as well as Japanese (Kajiyama
et al., 2020).

Generally, high recall is preferred over high pre-
cision in de-identification research as the privacy
of the individuals describe is of paramount impor-
tance. It is therefore important to not miss any
sensitive information.

With regards to pseudonymisation, there are
fewer studies. One of the first was a study by
Sweeney (1996), which described a system for

1PII, Personally identifying information, is a more general
term which includes other domains.



identifying PHI and then replacing them with sur-
rogates, but not how this process was carried out.
In another study by Douglass et al. (2004) this
pseudonymisation process is described elaborated
such as that dates were shifted, personal names
were shifted to other personal names in the Boston
area. Locations were shifted randomly, and hospi-
tals were given fictitious names.

For de-identification and pseudonymisation for
English there is yet another study (Deleger et al.,
2014). For pseudonymisation for Swedish, there
is a system described in (Dalianis, 2019).

While there are plenty of demonstrators of
Named Entity Recognition systems the only avail-
able one for de-identification, to our knowledge, is
the HitzalMed demonstrator (Lopez et al., 2020).
The HitzalMed demonstrator is constructed for
de-identification and pseudonymisation of Span-
ish electronic patient records. To try it out a regis-
tration must be carried out here2. The system iden-
tifies and categorizes entities into different cate-
gories, as: first name, last name, location, phone
number, age, date and health care unit. While the
system is intended for Spanish, this part works rel-
atively well for English and Swedish. The system
then either masks or replaces the sensitive infor-
mation with surrogates - which are in Spanish.

2 The HB Deid demonstrator

The HB Deid demonstrator3, see Figure 1, is an at-
tempt to show the possibilities of de-identification
and pseudonymisation techniques for electronic
patient records written in Swedish. The system is
based on the work carried out by Berg and Dalia-
nis (2019) for de-identification and by Dalianis
(2019) for the pseudonymisation.

The data used to train HB Deid is not the orig-
inal set of annotated sensitive electronic patient
records in Swedish - the Stockholm EPR PHI Cor-
pus, but the corpus is indirectly used since its
trained model is used to improve the public avail-
able Swedish news corpora called Webbnyheter
2012 that are semi-manually annotated for the
NER classes PER and LOC and ORG and MISC4.
Webbnyheter 2012 was machine annotated using
the original sensitive trained model from Stock-
holm EPR PHI Corpus and then it was corrected

2HitzalMed registration, https://snlt.
vicomtech.org/hitzalmed/demo/help

3HB Deid, http://hbdeid.dsv.su.se
4Swedish NER Corpus, https://github.com/

klintan/swedish-ner-corpus

manually, using both the manual annotations and
the machine annotations to decide on the correct
annotation. This effort was carried out to avoid
using the sensitive Stockholm EPR PHI Corpus di-
rectly.

The bootstrapped model in the HB Deid demon-
strator has not yet been evaluated, but the original
sensitive model has been evaluated and the results
reported in (Berg and Dalianis, 2019).

2.1 The HB Deid classes

The HB Deid demonstrator identifies the follow-
ing PHI classes: First name, last name, location,
phone number, age, date, health care unit, organi-
sation and personal number (social security num-
ber).

2.2 Programming languages and machine
learning environment

HB Deid is developed in the programming lan-
guage Python and is machine learning-based
with a rule-based post-processing step, (Berg and
Dalianis, 2019). It uses the CRF Conditional Ran-
dom Fields algorithm (Lafferty et al., 2001) as im-
plemented in CRFSuite (Okazaki, 2007) with a
sklearn-crfsuite wrapper5.

The pseudonymiser is completely rule-based
and uses dictionaries to generate surrogates in a
fashion similar to (Dalianis, 2019). Compared to
the pseudonymiser in (Dalianis, 2019) personal
names are replaced with greater variation. While
common names are replaced with other common
names, uncommon names are replaced with un-
common names. The uncommon names in the dic-
tionaries are 123,000 female first names, 121,000
male first names and 35,000 last names.

The web interface for the HB-demo is written in
Flask6 that in turn is coded in Python.

2.3 Interface

The Flask web interface for HB Deid uses encryp-
tion according to the HTTPS protocol. Nothing
processed is saved on the web-server.

See Figure 1 for all the possible menu choices
and below for a detailed description:

• Ersättare - Replacer. Decides the shapes of
the processed text, see the following choices.

5sklearn-crfsuite, https://github.com/
TeamHG-Memex/sklearn-crfsuite

6Flask, https://flask.palletsprojects.
com/en/1.1.x/



Figure 1: The interface of HB Deid (In Swedish) with the various choices. The text shown is fictitious.

– Ersätt inte - Do not replace. Tag the PHI
with the class name.

– Annat ord - Other word. Replace the
PHI with a surrogate or pseudonym.

– Klass - Class. Replace the PHI with the
class name.

– Mask. Mask the PHI with XXX.

• Vikter - Weights. Increases the recall in three
steps.

• + Regler - Rules uses a post-processing step
utilising rules, mainly controlling the output
from the machine learning tool but also uses
regular expressions to find personal numbers
and phone numbers.

The output from HB Deid can be seen in Figure
2.

The interface and the functionality of the HB
Deid demonstrator have not been evaluated yet,
since one bottleneck is that the demonstrator must
either be installed at the hospital or be set up in-
side the Health Bank7 infrastructure laboratory en-
vironment at the university to be evaluated by clin-
icians.

3 Conclusion

We have shown how to train and construct an auto-
matic de-identification and pseudonymisation tool
for clinical text in Swedish. We have also used a
bootstrapped language model that is privacy pro-
tected. Finally, we have made a user friendly and
freely available web interface to the demonstrator
called HB Deid.

The demonstrator has been presented in the
7Health Bank, https://dsv.su.se/healthbank



Figure 2: The output from HB Deid in form of a de-identified and pseudonymised text. The various
colours represent the different classes. Moving the mouse pointer over an identified coloured entity will
display the corresponding class name.

Swedish trade magazine Computer Sweden,
(Lindström, 2020).

We have also been contacted by many users that
had asked us about HB Deid and given us feed-
back on how to improve the system. They have
also asked us if they can use HB Deid for other
purposes as de-identification of transcribed inter-
views.

One more proposal was to have the possibility
to correct wrong predictions by re-annotate them
directly in the HB Deid interface to re-learn HB
Deid.

We plan to let Stockholm Regional Council and
Karolinska University Hospital test HB Deid on
their electronic patient record texts with the future
aim to de-identify them before they are handed out
to researchers or for machine learning purposes.
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